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Advisory





KPMG in Canada’s Advisory services offer Risk and Management Consulting, Cybersecurity and Deal Advisory to drive value and success for your business







KPMG in Canada’s Advisory team builds tailored solutions to meet your business needs.
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Create and protect value with KPMG Advisory Services


Organizations across every sector face new and complex challenges every day. From exceeding customers' expectations to navigating new regulations, to pursuing more cost efficiencies or profitable growth, progress can be hard especially in a volatile business landscape.

KPMG's Advisory Services group can help your organization keep pace and improve performance with solutions tailored to your priorities and critical issues. We leverage the knowledge and experience of more than 1,800 talented business advisory professionals to assess the industry landscape and address the needs of your company. We develop strategies and recommendations to help you work smarter, stay competitive, and grow faster.
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Our capabilities and solutions


Let's talk about the issues that matter to you. For example, how do you achieve efficiencies and responsible growth across your business functions, and high performance in a rapidly evolving world?

KPMG's Advisory Services group acts as trusted advisors to Canada's leading organizations. We're known for our ability to propose, plan, and implement end-to-end solutions for lasting, meaningful change while working shoulder-to-shoulder with you. Our Advisory services include:

















Advisory services
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Management consulting
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Management consulting





KPMG in Canada’s management consulting services help transform your organization for success in human resources, IT strategy, data analysis and more






KPMG in Canada’s management consulting services help transform your organization for success in human resources, IT strategy, data analysis and more






Our management consulting services help transform your organization for success
















Disruption and volatility in the business environment is driving an increased focus on digital adoption, new ways of working and future planning. Our management consulting group helps organizations assess where they are and where they want to go, with a focus on making the right investments in strategy, people and technology to achieve ambitious organizational outcomes.
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Risk services
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KPMG in Canada's risk services can help organizations transform risk and compliance management into a competitive advantage






KPMG in Canada's risk services can help organizations transform risk and compliance management into a competitive advantage






Our risk services advisors help transform risk into a competitive advantage
















Assessing and developing a strategy for economic, operational, regulatory, and IT risks is imperative for effective risk management. Our specialists will help your organization prepare for a range of issues with your risk appetite in mind, while also helping turn risk preparedness into a competitive advantage.
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Deal advisory
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Deal advisory





KPMG’s deal advisory team helps organizations drive value through mergers and acquisitions, due diligence, private equity and transaction services






KPMG’s deal advisory team helps organizations drive value through mergers and acquisitions, due diligence, private equity and transaction services






KPMG’s deal advisory team helps organizations drive more value from M&A transactions
















Mergers and acquisitions and related transactions often come with considerable unknowns. Our specialists combine deals experience with exceptional sector knowledge to discover all aspects of an opportunity. You'll receive trusted, objective, comprehensive advice whether you're looking to fix, buy, or sell.
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Managed services
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Your business transformation needs deep expertise, process and technology support to pivot quickly and respond rather than react






Your business transformation needs deep expertise, process and technology support to pivot quickly and respond rather than react






High-performing, subscription-based services
















Lead agile operations that evolve at the speed of today’s business. KPMG in Canada’s Managed Services bring the functional and industry knowledge of our professionals together with advanced technology, data insights, and strategic alliances with some of the world’s leading tech providers. All delivered in an as-a-service subscription.
















End-to-end business transformation services
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KPMG Connected Enterprise
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Creating a customer-centric, digitally-enabled business






Creating a customer-centric, digitally-enabled business






Creating a customer-centric, digitally-enabled business
















Central to any robust digital transformation strategy is designing a fully connected and consistent customer experience across the front-, middle-, and back-offices. KPMG in Canada’s Connected Enterprise industry-specific framework can help you create a seamless, barrier-free customer experience.
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Helping you transform business functions and drive lasting value
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Helping you transform business functions and drive lasting value
















Legacy technology systems, regulatory changes, and workforce issues can get in the way of your business' success. KPMG Powered Enterprise is a functional transformation solution that combines your chosen cloud-enabled technology platform with leading business practices to supercharge your employees.
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Building and maintaining stakeholder trust
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The journey to proactive risk management and sustainable business growth






The journey to proactive risk management and sustainable business growth






The journey to proactive risk management and sustainable business growth
















Accurate business insights can inform your organization's strategies and offerings in compelling, actionable ways. Our advisors will help you gather, structure and analyze your data and analytics to innovate and adapt, make better decisions, increase your revenue, and more.
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KPMG Elevate
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Financial value quantified and delivered






Financial value quantified and delivered






Financial value quantified and delivered
















KPMG Elevate is our unique way of identifying and delivering rapid EBITDA improvement. Whether you’re going through a transformation, conducting a transaction, or trying to achieve a turnaround in performance, our solution can help you achieve measurable improvements to revenue, operating margins, cost structures, and working capital positions.
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Innovating with intention: The path to tech transformation





Innovating with intention: The path to tech transformation




3 min read




A Canadian perspective on the KPMG Global Tech Report 2023
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Generative AI Adoption Index
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Unlocking AI’s potential: Responsibly, strategically, together






Unlocking AI’s potential: Responsibly, strategically, together
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Preparing your workforce for generative AI





Preparing your workforce for generative AI




5 min read




Key considerations to balance business benefits with risk mitigation






Overcoming challenges and enabling growth
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Building a better cloud





Building a better cloud




8 min read




Optimizing ROI through automation and agility






Optimizing ROI through automation and agility
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Beyond the obvious – The power of data in deal making





Beyond the obvious – The power of data in deal making




4 min read




The 4 ways deal analytics can help ensure you leave no money on the table






The 4 ways deal analytics can help ensure you leave no money on the table
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Out of the box managed services





Out of the box managed services





Unlock the potential of KPMG's managed services for your business transformation






Unlock the potential of KPMG's managed services for your business transformation
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An enterprise guide to data and analytics





An enterprise guide to data and analytics




5 min read




How to overcome challenges and build a strong data foundation to enable insight and innovation






How to overcome challenges and build a strong data foundation to enable insight
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Stay up to date with what matters to you






Gain access to personalized content based on your interests by signing up today
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Frequently asked questions (FAQs)







What type of specialists does the Advisory Services team have?


The KPMG Advisory Services team has specialists across all of our consulting offerings: Management Consulting, Risk Consulting, Cybersecurity, Deal Advisory, Data and Analytics, and Customer and Digital Consulting. Team members have decades of experience working with clients in the public and private sectors, including organizations in banking, retail, technology, media, government, manufacturing, insurance, healthcare and more.









Does KPMG offer digital transformation services?


Our Advisory specialists work with organizations to assess their sector-specific needs and improve their digital strategies and technology systems integration, helping them to keep pace in a rapidly changing global market. With our core belief that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to any issue, we leverage our considerable knowledge base to propel digital transformation, in a secured way, to meet your objectives around driving growth, exceeding customer and shareholder expectations, achieving efficiencies, attracting the right talent and more.









Why choose KPMG for Advisory Services?


Our Advisory Services group is broad, deep, sector-driven and supported by our global network, to help you to be more resilient in your operations, more accountable to your communities and more confident about the future.

We bring industry insight and functional knowledge across all our business advisory services. We deploy the right skills across Canada, the world, and your boardroom to help you shape your organization. We will work with you, shoulder-to-shoulder, to build a future that is sustainable and secure.
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